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Training as a competitive dancer, it can be difficult to find moments of stillness.  In order to 
become more in tune with themselves, young dancers require the opportunity to focus on 
breath awareness and being fully present in their own bodies through mindful movement, 

such as yoga.  By moving more mindfully, connecting to breath and intention, and truly 
focusing their attention on how their bodies feel, rather than how they look, these elite 

athletes can cultivate a stronger sense of self-regulation (control of emotions, behaviours 
and thoughts) as well as build their prosocial behaviour (helping, sharing, kindness towards 

others). 
 

Having grown up as a competitive dancer, transitioning to the professional world, and now 
working as a dance educator and adjudicator, I understand and empathize with the 

pressures these young athletes feel – from themselves, their coaches, peers and social 
media.  My goal is to create a safe, non-judgemental space for young dancers to move 

mindfully through a yoga practice, specifically catered to their current training regimes, 
that allows them to connect to their breath and open their minds to exploring their full 

potential, not only as dancers, but as human beings. 
 

This Hatha Yoga class focuses on grounding the body through a therapeutic series that is 
challenging, yet accessible for all levels.  Set to an energizing playlist, it will link breath with 

movement and challenge dancers to be fully present in the stillness of the postures.   
The class will also include intention setting, affirmations and meditation. 

 

 



A bit more about me… 
 

I trained extensively in Cecchetti method ballet, jazz, tap, 
contemporary, acrobatics, and street dance.  In 2007, I decided to see more of the world, 

and expanded my dance career to Europe, where I was teaching and training in London for 7 
years.  I have been teaching dance for over 15 years and am certified with Maple Leaf Dance 

Masters of America, Canadian Dance Teachers’ Association, and the Performing Arts 
Educators of Canada. I taught regularly at a number of dance colleges throughout the UK, 
and have been a guest teacher at workshops across Europe and Canada (Spain, England, 

Ireland, Amsterdam, Vancouver).  I am currently on faculty at ‘The Dance Station’ in 
Burlington, Ontario and work with their aspiring young dancers in jazz, tap, lyrical, and 
contemporary. I work regularly as an adjudicator across Canada, am currently studying 
Psychology at Ryerson University’s Chang School for Continuing Education, and recently 

became a 300-hour certified yoga instructor through Modo Yoga. 
 

 
 


